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In our previous work, we have pointed out that the shock-induced phase transition in iron occurs with the
help of interface energy which reduces the potential barrier between two phases. Here, through studying the
nucleation and growth mechanisms of hcp domains in compressed iron, we find that the
flatted-octahedral-structure (FOS) is the primary structural unit of the embryo nucleus and phase interface
of hcp domains, and the interfacial energy is reduced via formation of FOSs. The phase transition process
can be described by the following four stages: (i) Some atoms deviate from their equilibrium positions with
the aid of thermal fluctuations to form FOSs with two different deformation directions in the local region;
(ii) FOSs with different deformation directions aggregate to form a thin stratified structure like twin-crystal
configuration; (iii) The thin stratified structure undergoes a relative slip to form the new hcp phase; (iv) The
hcp phase domain grows up through the formation of new FOSs along the phase boundary. In addition,
through comparing the time evolution curves of initial single phase domain, we find that the growth rate of
single phase domain depends on the loading way and its occurrence time.

B
ecause of its technological, geological, and sociological importance, the states of iron at high pressures have
been extensively studied both in theory and experiments1–4. One of the most studied parts is the structural
phase transition from body-centered-cubic (bcc) into hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) structure that occurs

around 13 GPa5–10. To date, there are two primary phase transition mechanisms proposed for iron from bcc into
hcp structure11. The first mechanism is that, the uniaxial compression along [001] crystal direction and expansion
along [1�10] make the (110) crystal plane to transform into hexagon, and then the relative slides between the
atomic layers transform the crystal into hcp structure. The second mechanism is that, the shear of (112) crystal
plane along the [111] crystal direction forces the atoms of (110) crystal plane to transform into hexagonal
arrangement, which results in a compression and small rotation of (110) crystal plane, and then the relative
shifts between the (110) crystal planes transform the crystal into hcp structure. Recently, some researches12,13 have
demonstrated that when the shock compression is along the [100] crystal direction, the plane spacing between the
(011) planes is not changed due to the lack of the plasticity, and the c/a value is greater than 1.7 in the hcp phase.
Whereas, when the shock compression is along the [110] or [111] crystal direction, the hcp and face-centered-
cubic (fcc) structures coexist, and the c/a value is close to the ideal value of 1.633.

The atomic arrangement structure under high pressure significantly affects the properties of materials, such as
the constitutive relation and equation of state14. In the non-equilibrium phase transition process, the mechanical
behaviors are coupled with the phase transition process. A complete dynamics model of phase transition in iron
crucially requires a deepened knowledge about the nucleation mechanism, growth speed, morphology evolution,
etc. In our previous work15, we have pointed out that it is the interface energy, which reduces the potential barrier
between bcc and hcp phases, that motivates the phase transition to successfully proceed. Whereas, the micro-
mechanism that how the intermediate defect structures break through the phase transition barrier keeps unsolved
up to now. Therefore, it becomes outright important to reveal and clarify the atomic arrangement and the
corresponding formation mechanisms of the intermediate defect structures, which compose the embryo nucleus
and phase interface of hcp domains.

Inspired by this observation, in this paper, through molecular dynamics simulations, we study the dynamics
process of phase transition in compressed iron. We find that the flatted-octahedral-structure (FOS) is the primary
structural unit of the embryo nucleus and phase interfaces of hcp domains. The hcp domains nucleate and grow
up by means of the formation of FOSs from bcc phase. In addition, we also analyze the growth law of the initial
single hcp domain under different loading ways.
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Results
The material we use for simulations is single-crystal bcc iron. The
simulation tool is the parallel LAMMPS software package16. The
interatomic interaction is described by an embedded atom method
(EAM) potential17,18, which can well describe the mechanical prop-
erties and structural phase transition behaviors of the high-pressure
iron. The size of the simulation box is 45.92 3 22.96 3 22.96 nm3,
and contains approximately 2 3 106 atoms. The x, y, and z axes are
along the [100], [010], and [001] directions, respectively. In order to
analyze and compare the dynamic nucleation and growth processes
of hcp domains in iron, we chose two kinds of compression ways
along the [100] crystal direction, namely, uniform and shock loading.
For uniform compression, the applied strain rate is 109/s, and the
periodic boundary conditions are applied along three directions to
minimize surface and edge effects. For shock compression, the shock
wave is generated using the momentum mirror method and the
shock velocities is 400 m/s. The periodic boundary conditions are
applied along the y and z directions. The atoms are distinguished by
calculating their coordination numbers and common neighbor ana-
lysis (CNA) values. The single phase domain are extracted using the
cluster identification method.

Figure 1 shows the dynamics process of phase transition from bcc
into hcp structure in iron. Here, panels (a) and (b) show the formed
phase domains under uniaxial uniform compression, while panels (c)
and (d) show the formed phase domains under uniaxial shock com-
pression. The blue spheres denote hcp atoms and their coordination
numbers are 12; the green and red spheres demote interfacial atoms,
and their coordination numbers are 13 and 14, respectively. From the
pictures, it is worthy to notice that the nucleation and growth pro-
cesses of hcp domains under two different loading ways are similar.
Firstly, in some local regions where the stress exceeds the phase
transition threshold value, some atoms deviate from their equilib-
rium positions to form defect clusters with the aid of thermal fluctua-
tions. Strikingly, most of these atomic clusters form FOSs, see the
insets inside. Interestingly, we observe that there are mainly two
kinds of FOSs in the system. The first kind is that two atoms move
away along the z direction to become non-neighboring atoms (see
the solid arrows). The second kind is that two atoms move away
along the y direction to become non-neighboring atoms (as the
dashed arrows). Simultaneously, the CNA values of other four atoms
which are neighbors with both the two green atoms are changed.
According to the CNA values, these atoms are distinguished. We

Figure 1 | The dynamics process of phase transition from bcc into hcp structure in iron. Panels (a)–(b) show the formed phase domains under the

uniaxial uniform compression, and panels (c)–(d) plot the formed phase domains under the uniaxial shock compression.

Figure 2 | The nucleation and growth mechanisms of hcp domain by means of the formation of FOSs. Panel (a) shows the structure of formed FOS.

Panel (b) shows the nucleation of hcp domain. Panel (c) shows the growth of hcp domain.
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check the cutoff radius used to calculate CNA values, and find that it
always can give such FOSs within appropriate cutoff radius range.

To further reveal the formation process of FOSs, we trace these
atoms composing FOSs. Remarkably, we find that these atoms occupy
the octahedral sites in bcc structure, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Two green
atoms of FOS belong to the next nearest neighboring atoms with each
other, but belong to the nearest neighboring atoms with the other four
red atoms. Thus the interaction between two green atoms is weaker.
Under the compression loading along the x direction, to remain the
minimum energy state, two body-centered atoms move away along
the z axis (or y axis) to form FOS with other four neighboring atoms.
These metastable FOSs are dynamical in that they may stochastically
occur, annihilate, and reoccur in other places.

With time evolution, some FOSs promote surrounding atoms to
further slide and stack into thin stratified structures, see the insets in
Fig. 1. Remarkably, due to that the two FOSs with different deform-
ing directions have a co-lattice structure along the [011] or [0�11]
direction, these FOSs tend to stack in the (011) or (0�11) crystal plane

by a co-lattice way to reduce the energy. When the size of this thin
stratified structure exceeds a certain value, the central-region atoms
of the cluster undergo a relative inter-layer slip, which further
reduces the mismatch energy, to become new hcp phase structure.
Figure 2(b) shows the formation process of the hcp phase, where the
numbers (�1, 0, 1) denote adjacent three layers of atoms. When one
atom of the middle layer (0—layer) and one atom of upper layer (1—
layer) move away along the z axis to form the first kind of FOS,
simultaneously and one atom of below layer (�1—layer) move away
along the y axis to form the second kind of FOS, this atom transforms
from bcc into hcp structure, as the blue atom shown in Fig. 2(b). This
kind of arrangement structure is similar to the twin crystal config-
uration. Figure 2(c) shows that the three layers of atoms have been
gradually transformed into hcp structure by this way. The atoms of
the same layer form the first kind of FOSs with the atoms of upper
layer, and form the second kind of FOSs with the atoms of lower
layer. Such arrangements make that the atoms of the whole layer are
gradually transformed into hcp structure. The atoms of adjacent

Figure 3 | The relatively slip process between the atomic layers observed from the normal direction of phase plane. Panel (a) shows that some FOSs

simply aggregate into a thin stratified structure. Panel (b) shows that the atoms in the central region of the middle layer are transformed into hcp structure.

Panel (c) shows that the atoms in the central region of three layers are transformed into hcp structure.

Figure 4 | The temperature and potential energy distributions for two different loading ways. Panels (a)–(b) are the temperature distributions, while

panels (c)–(d) are corresponding potential energy distributions.
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upper layer further form the second kind of FOSs with the atoms of
its upper layer to transform themselves into hcp structures. The
relatively alternate arrangements between the atomic layers make
the phase domain to gradually grow up. These processes of FOS
generation, aggregation and slip can be regarded as two steps,
wherein the generation and aggregation of FOSs correspond to the
formation of perfect hexagon, while the slip of FOSs corresponds to
the relative slides between the atomic layers. From an overall con-
sideration, therefore, our proposed mechanism is consistent with the
first mechanism proposed in the introduction part. Experimentally,
these processes of FOS generation, aggregation and slip are possibly
observed from the fine structure of diffraction peaks during bcc-hcp
phase transition in the future high-time-resolution X-ray diffraction
measurements.

Such a nucleation and growth process of hcp domain also can be
observed from several successive snapshots, Figs. 3, which are plotted
in the way that one sees from the normal direction of phase plane.
Before inter-layer slip happens, as shown in Fig. 3(a), one can see that
these atoms of simply aggregated FOSs scarcely overlap, leaving two
little holes (see the white region surrounded by black triangle).
Whereas, in Fig. 3(b), each two little holes in the central region merge
into a small slit (see the white region surrounded by black triangle).
Such phenomenon indicates that there is a relative slide between the
atomic layers. The CNA values show that the atoms of the middle
layer have been transformed into hcp structure. With the further
alternate slide between atomic layers, the three layers of defect atoms
are gradually transformed into hcp structure, as the central region
shown in Fig. 3(c). These atoms leave a larger gap.

Figure 5 | The lengths of single phase domain along the compression, norm and slip directions, and the total atomic numbers with the growth time.
Here, the compression direction is [100], the normal (slip) directions are [011] ([01�1]), [01�1] ([011]), [011] ([01�1]), and [01�1] ([011]) for panels (a), (b),

(d), and (e), respectively, and t0 denotes the moment that the hcp phase domain occurs. Panels (a)–(c) are uniaxial uniform compression, panels (d)–(f)

are uniaxial shock compression.
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From above dynamic nucleation and growth processes of hcp
domains, we present that the FOS is the primary structural unit of
the embryo nucleus and phase interface of hcp domains. To further
understand the formation of FOS, we picked out a layer from
Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), respectively, with a thickness of 1.3 nm, perpen-
dicular to the loading direction. Figures 4(a) and 4(c) represent the
temperature and potential energy distributions of the layer under
uniaxial uniform compression, and Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) represent
the temperature and potential energy distributions of the layer under
uniaxial shock compression. Here, the temperature is calculated fol-
lowing the expression

P n
i

1
2 m vi{�vð Þ2~ 3

2 nkT , where the sum-
mation is over a spherical region with the radius being triple
crystal lattice constants, vi is the atomic velocity, �v is the average
velocity, and k is the Boltzmann constant. From Fig. 4, it is obvious
that the temperature distributions, which surround the single FOS,
the thin stratified cluster of FOSs, and the interface of new phase
domains, are higher than those in the bcc region. This indicates that
the FOS is activated with the help of collective thermal fluctuations.
Whereas, the potential energy distributions, which surround the
single FOS, the thin stratified cluster of FOSs, and the interface of
new phase domains, lie in amplitude between those in the regions of
two energy extreme states (bcc and hcp). Thus, it is now clear that the
FOS is a metastable structure and acts as a medium of two phase
transformation to reduce the potential barrier. As a result, the old
(bcc) phase is gradually transformed into the new (hcp) phase
through the generation, aggregation and slip of FOS clusters.

The nucleation and growth mechanisms of hcp domain under two
different loading ways are the same. we turn now to discuss that the
growth rate of initial hcp domain formed under two different com-
pression ways. The length along the [100], [011], [0�11] directions and
the total atomic numbers with the growth time are calculated and
analyzed for multiple hcp domains. Figure 5 shows the calculated
results for four domains which form at different times or under
different loading ways. Here, panels (a)–(c) are the evolution curves
under uniaxial uniform compression, while panels (d)–(f) are the
evolution curves under uniaxial shock compression. One can observe
from Fig. 5 that the evolution law of single hcp domain prominently
depends on the loading way and its occurrence time. Under uniaxial
uniform compression, the growth rate for domains occurring later is
faster. Such a phenomenon might result from that the nucleation
sites of hcp domains are randomly located in the system, and when
the simulation box is continually compressed, the pressure sur-
rounding the phase domains gradually increases. However, under
the uniaxial shock compression, the hcp domains first occur in the
earliest region swept by shock wave, namely, the nucleation sites of
hcp domains are limited in certain region. Furthermore, the growths
of existed phase domains would result in that the pressure of nuc-
leation region decreases. Therefore, the growth rate for domains
occurring later is slower. Based on the lengths of single hcp domain
along the three directions, we approximately calculated the average
linear growth rate of hcp domain. It is found that under uniaxial
uniform compression, the average growth rate of single hcp domain
is supersonic along the compression and slip directions, whereas, it is
subsonic along the normal direction of phase plane. This phenom-
enon indicates that the morphology of single phase domain in the
uniaxial uniform compressed iron is lamellar. Whereas, under uni-
axial shock compression, the average growth rate of single hcp
domain is supersonic along the three directions, and the stress wave
has no time to propagate in the hcp domain. This phenomenon
indicates that the morphology of single phase domain in the uniaxial
shock compressed iron is ellipsoid-like.

Discussion
The phase transition processes of iron from bcc into hcp structure
under uniaxial compression along [100] direction has been investi-
gated via molecular dynamic simulations. Based on the common

neighbor analysis and cluster identification method, the dynamic
nucleation and growth processes of hcp domains are analysed in
detail. We present that the FOS is the primary structural unit of
the embryo nucleus and phase interface of hcp domains. The hcp
domains nucleate and grow up by means of the generation, aggrega-
tion and slip of FOSs from old phase. The nucleation and growth
processes can be described by four stages: Firstly, some atoms deviate
from their equilibrium positions to form two kinds of FOSs with
different deformation directions. Secondly, some FOSs with two dif-
ferent deformation directions aggregate to form a thin stratified struc-
ture which arranges in a twin-crystal configuration way. Thirdly,
when the size of the thin stratified defect cluster exceeds certain value,
it undergoes a relative slide to generate new phase structure. Fourthly,
the hcp domains gradually grow up with the aid of the formation of
new FOSs along the phase boundary. In addition, we also discussed
the growth rate of initial hcp domain formed in compressed iron. It is
found that the growth rate of a single hcp domain significantly
depends on the loading way and its occurrence time.

Methods
Two methods have been employed in our numerical simulations and data analysis: (i)
The numerical MD simulations are performed using the well-known LAMMPS
software package. The interatomic interactions used in the simulations are described
by embedded atom method potentials. (ii) The atoms are distinguished by the
common neighbor analysis (CNA) method. The single phase domain atoms are
extracted using the cluster identification method.
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